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June 10, 2008: Fixes for crashing on Chronicle of Midora; Addition of gamepad fix for Chronicle of Midora; Fixes for
Penumbra and God of War; Fixes for Penumbra and PCSX2 0.9.5 SVN Rev. 377 Jun 10, 2008 Noteable changes in this beta:
Improved handling of VU flags, fixes SPS on Dark Cloud/Chronicle, God of War and stops the falling through the .7 posts . Jun
10, 2008 Get it in the public betas section: www.pcsx2.net/ ------------------------------------------------- . You can talk about SVN
and betas in here, but we do not guarantee support for those builds . Red dead revolver - Playable PCSX2 0.9.5 SVN Rev. 377.
General Board ; Thread. new Bookmark Locked Falling, The Deft Gamer - Trauma Center (Wii) Review ; Thread. new
Bookmark Locked Falling, PCSX2 0.9.5 SVN Rev. 377 . Jun 10, 2008 The vista 1.4 SDK is for Windows XP, vista, 7, and 8. It
allows you to create controls, calculate positions, take screenshots, and create videos. Windows XP Service Pack 2.1 Vista
Service Pack 1 Windows 7 Service Pack 1 Windows 8 If you do not have an older version of windows you will be unable to use
the SDK. Download the sdk from www.pcsx2.net PcSX2 vista 1.4 sdk PcSX2 vista 1.4 sdk 1 PcSX2 vista 1.4 sdk 2 Download
the sdk from www.pcsx2.net Intel, AMD or NVIDIA - no hard feelings Forgive me if you are offended, but I get the feeling
that alot of the people who say that the SDK is for XP/Vista/Win7, AMD cards, and Nvidia cards are the same people who say
that Nvidia is the best. I personally use an NVidia GT 330 graphics card and I have 0 problems running things with the SDK or
the original pcsx2. So no, its not an AMD specific issue. Intel vs Nvidia (just a little fun to go with the pro
Dec 22, 2008 PCSX2 0.9.4 SVN Rev. 347 (i was work with this rev. for. A lot of bug fixed with this version, gfx and sound..
For gfx is better but at very begin, some songs run very slow. sE also improved too. Jul 13, 2009 PCSX2 0.9.7 SVN Rev. 480.
Feel free to share your thoughts on this latest release. Get the download links below: Oct 28, 2009 PCSX2 0.9.8 SVN Rev. 488.
I have to get back to work in the house...maybe next year i can work on this rev. more... Nov 14, 2009 PCSX2 0.9.9 SVN Rev.
494. Phew! This is a big one! We now have a public RC2! Go download it and enjoy! Feb 18, 2010 PCSX2 0.9.10 SVN Rev.
503. Same as last time...a lot of great work! Thanks for everyone who helped and contributed to this release. Keep on posting
bugs and I'll keep on fixing them! Dec 31, 2010 PCSX2 0.9.11 SVN Rev. 506. More work, more feedback, more work, more
feedback, more work, more feedback, more work, more feedback...and more work. Issues reported in PCSX2 0.9.10 were all
addressed in PCSX2 0.9.11. PCSX2 0.9.11 includes: Multiple fixes for PS2/Wii core block and PS2 title sequences. Various
memory leaks and other badness fixed. Several memory offsets in the SMC patched. Many nVidia drivers now work as
expected. An event at the end of SC2 to make it easier to notice if SC2 is working. Game-specific code has been removed from
the protocol/umd module. The SCS module can now be used for user themes, with a new framework provided. PCSX2's SMC is
now hooked to the SMC used by a game. This allows the SMC used by a game to be overridden. A bunch of bugs have been
fixed and new functions have been added to support homebrew. Various DMA controller reads have been 2d92ce491b
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